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The ARC has finished the review of the questions for 2012 and the results are listed below.
1. In 2000 the ARC was asked this question: "Would the call "Chain Down the Line 3/4 be an extension of
the call "Chain Down the Line?" This year a request was made to re-visit this call to determine if the call
"3/4 Chain Down the Line" would be acceptable.
The ARC made the following decision: "Chain Down the Line 3/4" and "3/4 Chain Down the Line" were
determined to be the same call therefore, they are both improper in accordance with the ARC decision
made in 2000."
2. The call is DoPaso. The question is: Is it proper or improper to call the following: From a Static Square
(SS) or a circle, "DoPaso, turn partner left...turn corner right, men star left?
In other words, break up or fractionalize the call DoPaso?
The ARC voted that this is improper. The call should not be fractionalized and it is one of our traditional
calls that should be preserved in its true form.
3. The formation is Lines Facing Out, the calls given were: "Wheel and Deal, Sweep a Quarter." The caller
expected all four couples to Sweep 1/4.
The decision of the ARC was that this is improper due to the fact that the center couples are the only ones
that can execute the call as they are the only facing couples in accordance with the definition of Sweep
1/4. The outside couples are not facing couples.
It would be proper at C-1 under the Concentric Concept.
4. The formation is parallel Two Faced Lines, the calls given were: "Ferris Wheel, Sweep a Quarter." The
caller expected all four couples to execute the call.
The ARC voted this to be improper due to the fact that the center couples are the only ones that can
execute the call. They are facing couples and the outside couples are not.
It would be proper at C-1 under the Concentric Concept.
5. The calls given were: "Heads Lead Right, Circle to a Line and Roll." Is this proper?
The ARC's decision was that this is proper at Plus provided the dancers execute the call according to the
definition. If other variations of Circle to a Line are used, it would not be proper. The only dancer that
can Roll is the very end dancer going under the arch. There seems to be a problem all over the world with
the call not being danced according to the definition due to differences in Styling. Callers are cautioned
that this is an extreme application of this call.
6. The formation is Facing Couples. The call given was: "Reverse Recycle." Is this a proper call at
Advanced?
The decision of the ARC is that this is proper in accordance with the Reverse Concept in the Advanced
program.
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